
Battistelli’s music for CO2 confronts the listener with a varied range of
sounds, although their variety does not preclude the perception of a basic
coherence in style. This can be felt from the beginning, in the prologue: the
orchestral incipit that interrupts the recitation and then the aria of the singer
in the Indian temple are bound by a compact harmonic background, which
owing to its unexhausted tension draws into itself every gesture, every in-
flexion. Of course, the surface is troubled, voluble, varied. There is an imme-
diate sharp contrast: the violent fortissimo with which the orchestra intro-
duces itself is directly followed by a similarly powerful diminuendo effect,
across the entire orchestra. When the voice of the soprano begins to sing,
the orchestra diminishes to a fine game of contrasts between instrumental
families, where the role of the percussions is indeed remarkable. Meanwhile,
the chorus adds some peculiar effects: humming, raucous tones, inhaling
and exhaling tunelessly, murmuring and whispering. The overall sound is
however already stable: Battistelli carefully selects the vocal and instrumental
intervals, with a preference for the semitone, and more especially, the tritone
and the fifth.
This initial impression of a mobile compact nature is confirmed in Scene 1,
where the opera’s principal character, the climatologist Adamson, is intro-
duced. Compared to the solemn ritualised vocals of the singer in the temple,
Adamson’s first aria is light and airy, matching the tone of convoluted medi-
tation on the climatologist’s thoughts. Even so, the diverse vocal effect in no
way cancels the persistent impression of unity, given again by the coherence
of the harmonic material. The livid, cutting sounds that reverberate between
the solo singer and the orchestra, due to a scrupulous choice of instruments
– initially only harps, the piano and percussions – are the result of a clear
harmonic plan, shared by the voice and the instruments. The circular sounds
of these aggregates concur to outline a fundamental conceptual nucleus,
that is the circularity of the elements in the cosmos, of which mankind is
definitely a part. “But we now know we have come from the stars”, sings
Adamson, and on the word “stars”, the soloist’s voice strikes a D flat which
is taken up several times both on the repetition of “stars” and to highlight
other key words, such as “Earth” or “fire”, or the concluding “Universe”.
Adamson’s voice provides an idea of profound and serious pensiveness, re-
flected musically in the use of broad melodic leaps: besides tritones, many
sixths, sevenths, ninths and often even the octave.
In the second part of Scene 1 and in Scene 2, the composer has again a
rapid succession of surprises for us: the children’s voices singing delicately in
Latin, marked by an unmistakeable, although not at all conventional A mi-
nor, and the light orchestration – only the strings, pianissimo; then the trou-
bled dialogue involving archangels, scientists, ecologists with their varied vo-
cal tones, including also some ample tracts of Sprechgesang, is sustained by
the lively orchestration, particularly the wind instruments – and in the mean-
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time the previous A minor has been replaced by E flat to conclude Scene 1,
and again there is the tritone relation crossing Battistelli’s entire score; then
in Scene 2, the polyphonic babel (multilingual and poly-semantic) of the
voices and sounds at the airport, where the substantial independence of the
voices fails to cover the perception of a stiff, heavy rhythm, marked by the
repeated obstinate beatings of the percussions.
All of these elements return throughout the opera, highlighting certain con-
stant stylistic fundamentals. The harmonic coherence of recitatives, arias and
duets is clearly visible both in the numerous parts of the baritone (the first
part of Scene 1, for example, is characterised by the insistence on B flat,
which however does not act as a tonic, but more as a pole of aggregation
and attraction) and in the presentation of the vocal parts – above all, Gaia’s
magnificent recitative and aria in Scene 8, where the mezzosoprano appears
to perform a dramatic task which is complementary to the baritone. Both
share a mobility of texture that requires multifarious expressive resources; in
general, some specific flexibility is required of the voices by such a dense and
complex score. Agitated moments give way to more reflexive, even ecstatic
ones, and this alternation is confirmed by other important developments, for
example the final part of the scene in the Garden of Eden (Scene 5): the
voices of Adam and Eve are reflected in pure sounds (fifths, octaves; then
fourths, triads and other very clear chords; as always in CO2, here too the
traditional triadic sounds are never exploited to recover the classic tonal
functions, which are wholly absent in the score). Finally, there is a combined,
polyphonic virtuosity: in the dispute between the Kyoto delegates (Scene 3),
the incessant rise of the hurricanes (Scene 4) and the grotesque and morbid
counterpoint of the voices at the supermarket (Scene 6).
Battistelli has been described as an authentic “creator of sound situations
capable of making the dramatic mechanism turn” (E. Girardi), and it has
been said that he has “an attitude that is far from any restorative aesthetics
and from any technological fetishism” (C. Cimagalli). If all this is true, then
the score of CO2 wholly confirms the deep-rooted peculiarities of Battistelli’s
imaginative theatrical world.
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